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The problem of combining matching algorithms for equational theories with disjoint 
signatures is studied. It is shown that the combined matching problem is in general un- 
decidable but that it becomes decidable if all theories are regular. For the case of regular 
theories an efficient combination algorithm is developed. As part of that development we 
present a simple algorithm for solving the word problem in the combination of arbitrary 
equational theories with disjoint signatures. 
1. In t roduct ion  
One all-pervasive concern in computing science is compositionality: the ability of com- 
posing the solution to a problem from the solutions to its subproblems. In unification 
theory this is known as the combination problem: how do unification algorithms for dis- 
joint equational theories compose to yield a unification algorithm for the combined theory? 
In recent years a number of authors (Yelick, 1987; Kirchner, 1985; Tid6n, 1986a; Herold, 
1986; Schmidt-Schaug, 1989) have addressed this problem quite successfully. The purpose 
of this paper is to study the same problem for matching algorithms. 
Matching can be viewed as a special case of unification where one side of the equation 
to be solved is variable-free. Does this mean that the combination problem for matching 
algorithms is a special case of the combination problem for unification algorithms? Strictly 
speaking the answer is no, since one cannot just plug a matching algorithm into a solution 
which requires a unification algorithm. On the other hand, many equational theories 
possess known matching and unification algorithms. Hence it is possible to obtain a 
matching algorithm for a combination of theories by combining unification algorithms for 
each theory using one of the algorithms in the references cited above. However, there axe 
a number of problems with this simple-minded approach. Because it requires a umfication 
rather than just a matching algorithm for each theory, it is not always applicable. 
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EXAMPLE 1.1. There are equational theories which have an undecidable unification but 
a decidable matching problem. Szab6 (1982) shows that the following equational theory 
DA has an undecidable unification problem: { = 
DA-  (x+v) ,z - -  
= 
On the other hand, Szab6 also shows that any permutative'theory, i.e.where all equivalence 
classes are finite, has a decidable matching problem. Since DA is permutative, DA is an 
example of a theory with decidable matching but undecidable unification problem. 
It may be interesting to note that the converse phenomenon can also occur: Bfirckert 
(1989) presents an example of an equational theory with decidable unification but un- 
decidable matching problem. However, this pathological situation can only arise if by 
"unification" we mean "unification of terms without free constants". 
Even if the required unification algorithms exist, we would lose efficiency by turning a 
matching into a unification problem. Not only is unification in many theories more complex 
than matching, but the same is also true for the combination: the algorithms by Ye]ick 
(1987), Kirchner (1985), Tid~n (1986a), and Herold (1986) do not cover collapsing theories 
(which are covered by the current paper) and the algorithm by Schmidt-Schaufl (1989) , 
which does, is extremely complex due to a number of nondeterministic choice points. 
However, efficiency is crucial for the most important application of matching: rewriting 
modulo equations, the basic inference mechanism in systems like OBJ (Futatsugi et al., 
1985), 1ZEVE (Lescanne, 1986), and LP (Garland gz Guttag, 1989). Especially in a context 
like OBJ, where rewriting is used as a computational model, efficiency is very important. 
Having convinced ourselves there is some merit in studying the combination of matching 
algorithms, the next question concerns the decidability of this problem. For unification al- 
gorithms it is still open. Biirckert (1989) has shown that the combined unification problem 
may become undecidable if the individual unification algorithms can only deal with terms 
over variables and function symbols from their theory, but not free constants. On the 
other hand, Schmidt-Schaufl (1989) has shown that the combined unification problem is 
decidable if the individual unification algorithms can deal with terms with free constants 
and if in addition the so called "constant elimination problem" can be solved for each 
theory. In contrast, matching problems don't combine that nicely, due to the asymmetric 
nature of matching. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let E1 = ( f ( f (x ) )  = a) and E2 = (g(x, x) = z}. E1 is linear (no variable 
occurs twice on one side) but non-regular (x occurs only on one side) and E~ is non-linear 
(z occurs twice on the left-hand side) but regular (z occurs on both sides). Both E1 and E2 
have a decidable matching problem, even with free constants. For E1 this is not difficult 
to work out and for E2 it follows from the decidability of unification under idempotence 
as described, for example, by Iierold (1987). Now let ~a be disjoint from ~1 = {f, a) and 
~2 = {g). For s, t E T(~a, V) we have the following equivalences: 
f (g( f (~),  f ( t ) ) )  = a is solvable (has a matcher) 
¢, g( f (a) , / (0)  = f (x )  is solvable 
¢~ f (s )  - f ( t )  is solvable 
¢~ s = t is solvable (has a unifier) 
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Thus we have shown that a matching problem in the combined theory is equivalent to a 
unification problem in one of the constituent theories. In particular, if unification in Es 
is undecidable, matching in the combination of the three theories is undecidable. 
This example shows that matching in a combination of theories~ where one is non-regular 
and one is non-linear, can be undecidable. The example can be simplified and weakened by 
looking at a theory which is both non-regular and non-linear, for example E = {x +z  = 0}. 
The matching problem is easily seen to be decidable and it follows that s + t = 0 has a 
matcher iff s = t has a solution. 
t~xample 1.2 clearly is an upper bound on how far we can go in combining matching 
algorithms. It can be shown that it is also a tight upper bound in the following sense: 
if either all theories are regular or all theories are linear, we can provide a combination 
algorithm. The rest of the paper spells out how to combine regular theories. The linear case 
will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. From a practical point of view, the regular 
case is the important one since the main application of matching is in term rewriting. 
Matching modulo non-regular theories can result in substitutions which are not ground -
an extremely undesirable property in the context of term rewriting. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic definitions 
and notations connected with equational logic. Section 3 establishes the main theorems 
about the combination of disjoint equational theories, in particular a simple solution to 
the word problem which is an important part of our matching algorithms. Section 4 finally 
presents 2 variants of a combined matching algorithm based on the principles of variable 
and constant "abstraction". 
2. Pre l iminar ies  
Although this section reviews most of the notions used in the paper it is helpful if 
the reader is familiar with standard terminology concerning terms, term algebras, and 
equational theories as employed, for example, by Huet (19801, Huet & Oppen (19821, or 
Siekmann (1989). 
A signature ~ is a set of function symbols with fixed arity, V is an infinite set of 
variables and T(~], V) denotes the free ~-algebra over V. A term is called proper if 
it is not a variable, and linear if no variable occurs in it twice. The set of variables 
in a term t is denoted by Y(t). Substitutions are functions from V to T(~,, V) which 
differ from the identity only in finitely many places and which automatically extend to 
endomorphisms on T (~,  V). Substitutions can be written as finite mappings of the form 
a = {xl ~ t l , . . . ,z ,~ ~-* tn} with t¢ ~ zl for all i. The domain and range are defined 
as dom(a I = {~l , . . . , xn}  and ran(a) = {t l , . . . , tn}.  Composition is written as a; r = 
Ax.rax, restriction to a set of variables W as a]w. A substitution a is called idempotent 
iff a; a = a, which is equivalent to dom(a) N Y(ran(a)) = {}. 
To get a graphical representation f terms and their subterms, we introduce the notion 
of a contezt which should be thought of as a A-term of the form F = Axa,. . . ,  zn.s, where 
s e :T(~, V 1 and {x l , . . . ,  xn} C Y(s I. Now F can be viewed as an n-cry function 
F( t l , . . . , t , )  = 
or simply as a term. In the latter case we have to remember the conventions of the 
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A-calculus which imply, for example, P (F )= P(s) -{~1, . . . ,  z ,}  and 
a(F) = Axl,...,zn.a[w(s) where W = ]2(s) -  {z l , . . . , zn )  
The set of contexts over a signature ]C is denoted by ~*, ~+ denotes proper contexts, 
i.e. those not of the form Az.z. It will sometimes be convenient merely to write F(sI) 
where I is some finite linearly ordered index set. In certain cases sl will be identified with 
{sl I i E I}.  If I is the disjoint union of J and K,  we take the liberty to write F(sj,sg) 
for F(~z). 
To distinguish syntactic equality of terms from a number of other equalities that are 
used, the former is often denoted by .~. 
In the sequel ~ stands for signatures, r, s, t stand for arbitrary terms, z, y, z for vari- 
ables, f and g for function symbols in ~, F and G for contexts, ~, r, 8, ~ are reserved for 
substitutions, I J, K, L,M, N for index sets, and W for a set of variables. 
Functions f : D --, P (R)  extend automatically to :P(D) --* T~(R) with f(S) = U~es f(s) 
for S C D. In addition we wr i ter (s1, . . . , sn)  instead of f ({s l , . . . ,s ,~}).  This convention 
implies, for example, that P(s, t) = P({s, t}) = P(s) U P(t). 
2.1.  ]~QUATIONAL THEORIES, UNIFICATION AND MATCHING 
A set of equations E C q'(~, V) × 7"(~,, V) over a signature ~ induces an equational 
theory =E which is the closure of E under the laws of equational logic, namely symmetry, 
reflexivity, transitivity, substitutivity and congruence. An equational theory --E is called 
consistent iff z =E Y implies z ~ y for all z, y E V. A set of equations E is called collapse- 
free iff for every equation t = x in E, where ~ is a variable, t --- z. E is called regular iff 
P(s) -- ~(t) holds for all s -- t in E. It is easy to show that a theory --E is collapse-free 
or regular iff E is. 
Two substitutions a and I" are E-equal w.r.t, aset of variables.W, written as a =E r [W] 
iff az  =E rx for all x E W; a =E r is short for a =E v IV]. v is an instance of a w.r.t. 
W, written as cr ~E r [W], iff there is a 8 such that a; 8 =E r [W]. The set of JE-unifiers 
and the set of complete sets of E-unifiers of a set of equations r away from W are defined 
as 
uE(r,  w)  = {~ I v(ra~(~)) n W = ()  ^  vs = t e r. ~(s) =E ~(t)) 
csuE( r ,  w)  = (o  g uE(r ,  w)  I w e uE(r)  3r e o. r <~ ~ Iv(r)]) 
UE(r)  and CS/4E(r) are short for HE(r ,  {)) and c ,9uE(r ,  {}). 
The l iterature contains two different definitions of what a matcher of two terms s and 
t should be. However, the comparison by Biirckert (1989) shows that if V(s) and P(t) are 
disjoint, both definitions coincide. In particular, matching can be viewed as a special case 
of unification if the variables in one term are considered as constants. Hence we restrict 
ourselves to matching problems of the form s = t, where t is ground, and use unification 
terminology. 
3. Combinat ions  o f  equat iona l  theor ies  
In the sequel let the ~i be disjoint' signatures and the El sets of equations over ~i, for 
all i in some index set ~. In particular we assume 0 E I ,  E0 = {) ,  and ~0 = C U V, 
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where C is an infinite set of (free) constants; C(t) denotes the set of constants in t. Let 
P' = Uiez x]i and E = Uiez Ei for the rest of the paper unless stated otherwise. Notice 
that as a consequence T(~) is the set of all terms and only T (~\V)  is the set of ground 
terms. Instead of =Ei we will often just write =i. The theory of a term t E 7"(~), denoted 
by T(t) ,  is i if the top function symbol of t comes from ~i. Terms in 7"(~I,V) are called 
i-pure, those in T (~)  mired. 
The most important notational device in this paper is a special kind of context which 
separates a term into a pure top-layer and subterms from different heories. If F E X~ 
and :T(tj) # i and t j¢  V for all j E J, we may write F[h, . . . , t ,~] instead of F(t l , . . . ,  tn) 
and F[ta] instead of F(ta). The F[.] notation emphasizes that the t j  are non-variable 
subterms from a theory different from that of F.  Notice that any term t E T(X]) can be 
written as Fib,. . . ,tn] with F E ~* for any i E 2:: if T(t) # i, let F = Ax.x, n = 1, and 
tx = t. Note also that any constant or variable a can be written as a~. 
In the sequel the context notation is often used as a pattern matching device, i.e. given 
a term t we write "let ~ be of the form F[tl]'. Even if we insist that F is a proper 
context, neither F nor the tl are uniquely defined: the term f(a, a) can be written as both 
F[a, a] and G[a], where F and G are the contexts Ax, y.f(x, y) aaad As:.f(z, x) respectively. 
However, this ambiguity is of no consequence in this paper and simply reflects a certain 
degree of freedom in dealing with mixed terms. 
In order to decompose mixed terms we introduce the following terminology: 
D~rlNITION 3.1. The immediate alien subterms, immediate i-alien subterrns, i ~ Z, proper 
alien subterms and alien subterms are defined as 
= u V(F)  
f IAST(t) if T(t) = i IAS~(t)  {t} otherwise 
PAST(F[sl, . . .,s~]) -- {st , . . . , s~} t3 PAST~sl) U . . . U PAST(sn) 
AST(t) = {t} u  ASZ(t) 
where F E Z+. The alternation depth or theory height of a term is defined as 
Alt(t)= l + max Alt(s) 
,elAST(t) 
where maxieO(...) = 0. 
The second important notion in this paper is the abstraction of terms with respect to 
equivalence relations. Given a term t E T(~) and an equivalence ~ on 7"(~.), [t]~ is the 
equivalence class of t with respect to ~. Equivalence classes are treated as variables or 
constants according to the following convention: ift .~ v for some v E V, then [t]~ --- v E V; 
otherwise [t]~ E C. Hence [.]~ is a function from T(~) to C U V. The inverse translation 
from a variable or constant representing an equivalence class to some member  of that class 
is denoted by a partial function Ir : C U V ~ T(Z) such that ~r([t]~) ~ t. Note that 7r is 
well defined up to ~. The homomorphic extension of ~r to all of T(~), also called It, is an 
endomorphism on T(~)  provided ~ is a congruence. Since ~r has become a function on 
terms, it can be freely composed with ordinary substitutions. 
In many cases we only want to abstract the alien subterms of a term. Given a term 
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t -~ F[t i , . . . , tn] ,  F E ~ ' ,  and a theory i E Z, we define 
[t]~ = { F([t l]~,. . . ,  [t~]~) if i = j 
[t]~ otherwise 
Note that writing F[[sl]~,. •., [snip] is only correct if none of the si are ~-equivalent to a 
variable m the F[.] notation does not permit variables as arguments. 
Instead of F ( [s l ]~, . . . ,  [s,~]~) we write F([s/]~) where I = {1, . . . ,  n). If ~ is a congru- 
ence, ~r([t]~) ~ t. For substitutions define [a]~ = {z ~-~ [a(x)]~ Ix e dora(a)). 
Some examples will help to give a better understanding of the abstract definitions given 
above. 
EXAMPT.E 3.1. Let the following three equational presentations be given: 
~I = (f} E1 -" (f(z,y)=f(y,x)} 
~"2 --- (g) E2 -- {g(g(z ,y ) , z )=g(z ,g(y ,z ) )}  
~3 = (h} E3 -- (h (~)=x)  
Let t - f (a , f ( z ,  f(h(z),g(a,g(y,b))))),  where a, b G C. Thus t = F[a, h(z),g(a,g(y,b))], 
where F = )~u, v, w.f(u,  f(~, f(v, w)) E E +. Hence we get 
IASI~t) - {a,x,h(x),g(a,g(y,b))) ,  
BASer )  = {a,b,h(z),g(a,g(y,b))),  
ASI~t) = {a,b,h(z) ,g(a,g(y,b)) , f (a, f (x, f (h(x) ,g(a,g(y,b)))))) ,  and 
Al(O = 3. 
Let ~ be the equational theory induced by the union E1 U E2 U E3. Then the following 
are valid equalities: 
If(z, 9(a, g(y, b)))]~ = [f(g(g(a, y), b), x)]~ 
[t]~ ---- f([a]~,/(x, f([h(x)]~, [g(a,g(y, b))]~))) --- f([a]~, f(z, f(x, [g(a,g(y, b))]~))) 
Here are some useful lemmas for equivalence class manipulations: 
LI~MMA 3.1. Let ~-,1 and ~2 be two equivalence relations, =E some equational theory, and 
F ,G  E ~*, such that r ~,1 r t =~ r ~,2 r ~ for all r , r  I E st t9 ta. Then 
F([sl]~l ) =E G([ts]=~ ) =~ F([si]=,) =~ G([tj]~, ). 
Proof.  The claim follows because quational validity is preserved under homomorphisms. 
By definition there is a surjection from ~1 to ~.~-equivalence classes on terms in st tl tj~ 
inducing an endomorphism on the term algebra. 
Notice that the lemma remains valid if the two occurrences of =~ are replaced with ¢~,. 
In addition we have 
LSMMA 3.2. For any equational theory =E, F([si]=~) =E G([tj]=~) implies F(sl)  --F~ 
v(t~) 
Proof. F([s~]=~) =E G([tJ]fs) implies F(sD =E r(F([s~]=,)) =~ ~(G([tj]=s)) - s  
G(t j )  because ~r is an endomorphism. 
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3.1. EQUALITY 
The main objective of this section is to develop constructions which facilitate quational 
reasoning in T(E) /= s. Almost as a by-product, aft algorithm for solving the word problem 
in the combination of arbitrary equational theories with disjoint signatures emerges. 
The intuitive idea about --E is as follows: 8 ---s t holds iff ~ and $ can be "collapsed" 
to two "normal forms" 8' and t' which are equal without further collapses. The point of 
collapsing s and t first is that, in the comparison of # and t', allen subterms can be treated 
as constants. If terms are not fully- collapsed, subterms may appear alien which are in fact 
of the same theory. 
First we define the collapse-free equality ~- which compares terms as if no collapse could 
occur :  
t 3i.  = : r ( t )  = i ^ 
This recursive definition defines ~ uniquely because the --N-equivalence lass on the right- 
hand side are on terms of strictly lower theory height than those of the left-hand side. A 
more programming oriented formulation should make this point clearer: 
8~ = if T (s )~(~)  then false 
+ 
else let F[ai] = ~ where F E ET(,) 
+ 
G[tj] - t .here G q ~'T(t) 
in F[[al]=_] =T(a) G[[tj]=_] 
The intended interpretation is the least fixpoint. This implies, for example, that variables 
and constants are ~--equivalent only to themselves. 
If all =i are computable, -~ is a total computable function. In most papers on combining 
unification algorithms ~- appears in some form or other, though it is usually not part of 
the actual algorithm but a device used in the proofs. For collapse-free theories ~- coincides 
with =E, as Lemma 3.13 below shows (see also Yelick, 1987; Herold, 1987). 
EXAMPL~ 3.2. Let the three equational theories of f ,  g and h be defined as in Example 3.1 
and consider the problem 
f(z, g(a, g(y, z))) ~- f(g(g(a, y), z), z). 
The recursive definition of ~- implies that this is equivalent to 
f (z ,  [g(a, g(y, z))]_=) =1 f([g(g(a, y), z)]z, x). (1) 
In order to answer this question, we need to treat the two congruence class subterms as 
constants. In particular we need to determine whether they are the same or different 
constants, i.e. whether 
g(,,, g(y, z)) -~ g(g(,,, y), z), 
which leads to the recursive call 
g(y,  y/, 
which returns immediately with true. Thus the two congruence classes in (1) are identical 
and (1)is equivalent to f(z,  c)=1 f(c, x), where c - [g(a,g(y, z))]~, which is again t rue.  
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A trivial example where - does not agree with =E is given by the two terms z and 
h(~): although z "--E h(z) holds, z c~ h(x) does not hold since T(z )  # T(h(z)) .  
The fact that in the first example -~ agrees with =E whereas in the second one it does 
not is no accident. Lemma 3.13 shows that c~ and =E coincide i re  is collapse-free. 
LBMMA 3.3 .  ,S ~u t ~ Is]/,,, =i [t]/''. 
Proof .  Assume s ¢ut. If T(8) = T(t)  = i it follows by definition of ~-. If T(s) = T(t)  ~ i 
we get  [% = [,]__ = = 
LEMMJk 3.4. - is a congruence on T (~) .  
Proof .  From the definition ~ is easily seen to be an equivalence. Now let f EE i  and 
let sj -~ tj for all j E J: 
ViE  J. sj ~ tj =~ V je  J. [sj] / =i [tj]~ 
f( j) f(tj) 
by Lemma 3.3 
LBMMA 3.5 .  e~ C =E.  
Proof .  Let s - F[sl] ~- G[tj] -- t, and hence T(s) = T(t)  = i, for some F, G 6 ~]+. 
Assuming the claim holds for all terms in sI U t j ,  we show by induction that s =E t follows: 
sC~ t =i  
=,  
=E 
r [ ,z ]  =E a[t j ]  
by ind. hyp. and Lemma 3.1 
by Lemma 3.2 
These lemmas are all we need to know about ~. Next we turn to the task of collapsing 
terms. The following little lemma explains why collapsing a term is equivalent to equating 
it to one of its alien subterms: 
LS~tMA 3.6, l f  s E T(~I,  V) and =i is consistent, (3x E V. s =i x) ¢} (3z E V(s). s =i z). 
Proof ,  The ¢=-direction is immediate. For the =~-direction let s =i x E V. If z ¢ V(s) 
it follows that y = {x ~-} y)z =i {x ~ y)s = s =i x which contradicts consistency. 
Mutatis mutandis, the same lemma holds for free constants instead of variables. 
For a given term there is in general no unique fully collapsed equivalent. Therefore the 
collapsing process takes the form of a mapping from terms to equivalence classes of terms, 
more precisely elements in A = T(Z)/_~. To this end A is turned into an algebra A which 
is different from the factor algebra 7"(P.)/~. This construction is inspired by the one given 
by Schmidt-Schauf~ (1989, Section 3). For each n-ary function symbol f E Zi define an 
n-ary function fA : A n ~ A: 
{[ t ]~ if t e IASTi ( f ( t l ) )  and [f(tl)]~ =i [t]___ 
/A([tI]~-)= [/(tI)]___ otherwise 
Let A be the ~-algebra whose carrier is A and whose operations are the fA  just defined. 
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LEmaA 3.7. fa  is uniquely defined. 
Proof.  We have to show that the definition of fA is independent of the particular choice 
of equivalence class representatives. 
Let sj ~- tj for all j e J = {1, . . . ,  n}. Because ~ is a congruence, f (s j )  ~ f ( t j )  follows. 
Thus the second case in the definition of fA is well defined. 
If there are s, s' e IASTi ( f (s j ) )  such that [f(sj)]i__. =i [s]~ and [f(sj)]~ =i [s']~ then 
-~ s'. Furthermore, f(s j )  ~- f(t l )  implies [f(sj)]~ =i [f(O)]~. By Lemma 3.6 it follows 
that s e IASTi( f ( t j ) )  and hence fA([sj]~_) = fA([tj]~) = Isis. 
The homomorphic extension of fA from function symbols to terms yields an interpretation 
t A for every term t E T(]C U A). This interpretation is the mapping referred to above 
that collapses a term to some C~-equivalence lass of collapse-free terms. Note that this 
interpretation is only a surjection if =,e is collapse-free. 
A special case of t A is (F([sI]~_)) A which we abbreviate by FA([sl]~). The latter 
notation emphasizes that contexts are simply derived functions. If F E ]9~' is a pure 
context, it can easily be seen by induction on the structure of contexts that 
{[ t ]~ if t e IASTI(F(tz)) sad [F(t,)]~ =; [t]_~ 
FA([tI]~-)= [F(tl)]~_ otherwise 
holds. 
To see that collapsing acts reasonably, we show that it preserves E-equalities: 
LEMUX 3.8. s A = [tin ~ s =E t. 
Proof.  Let s -- f (s j ) ,  f e ~i. We assume the proposition holds for all sj, i.e s A = [tj]~ 
implies sj =~ tj, and show by induction that it holds for s. There are two cases. 
If there is a t e IAST~(f(sj)) such that [f(sI)]~ =i [t]~_ = [t]i__. then s A = [t]~. Now 
I,emma 3.5 implies [f(sr)]~ =s [t]{=~ and with Lemma 3.2 s - -  f ( s j )  =m ~ follows. 
Otherwise sA = fA(sA) ---- [f(~j)]_~, implying s A = [$j]~_ and hence, by induction 
hypothesis,  = f (s j )  =~ f( t j ) .  
Next we need two technical lemmas relating - and A. 
L~MMX 3.9. Let F, G e ~.  Then F([s,]~) =~, G([td]~) implies [F(s~)]~ =~ [G(gj)]~. 
Proof.  
F([s~]-) =~ c([o]_-) 
=~ F([[si]~]=k) =k G([[tJ]~]=k) by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 
F([sI]~) =k G([tj]~) by Lemma 3.2 
=~ [F(sl')]~ =k [G(tj)]~ 
LBMMA 3.10. Let F, O E V.*. Then F([sz]~_) =i G([tj]~) implies FA([sI]~_) = GA([tj]~). 
Proof. From T.emma 3.9 it foUows that r([,d_~) --, G([O]~,)impnes [F(sx)]'_. =,  
[a(~j)]~-. 
If there is a t E IASTI(F(sx)) with [F(ai)]~ =i [t]~, it follows from the above that 
G([tj]~_) : i  Iris_ and hence that FA([sI]~) -7- G-A([tj]~_) : [~]~. 
If there is no such t in IASTI(F(sI)), there cannot exist a t e IASTI(G(tj)) with 
G([tj]~) : i  [t]~_ either (Lemma 3.6). Hence we have fA([si]~_) = [F(sl)]~ and GA([tj]___) = 
[G(tj)]__.. Now we distinguish two cases to show that T(F(sI))  = i. If F = Am.x, 
it follows that F(sr) = F(s l )  : 8z and that T(F(sI)  ) : T(sl) - i ~ otherwise 
s~ could play the role of t. If F E ~+, T(F(sx)) = i holds trivially. Similarly we 
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can show that T(G( t j ) )  = i. This means in particular that F(s i )  ~- G(t j ) .  Hence 
= = = 
Now we can show that A is a model of E or, equivalently, that E is valid inCA. , 
LBMMA. 3.11. The ~.-algebra A is a model of the equational theory defined b~( E.  
Proof .  Let F(x i )  = G(y j )  E Ek such that ])(F) = ~)(G) = {}, i.e. th~ z i  and yj are 
the only variables occurring in the equation. Now let a : V --* A be a substitution. As 
F(az I )  =k G(ay j )  holds by definition, Lemma 3.10 implies that FA(az l )  = GA(ayj) ,  i.e. 
A ~ F (x l )  = G(yg). The proposition follows immediately. 
Finally we have 
THEOREM 3.1. s =E t ¢~ s A = t A. 
Proof .  
=~ follows directly from Lemma 3.11. 
~= s A = t Aimplies that there is an r such that s A = [r]~ = t A. Thus s =E r =Et  
follows by Lemma 3.8. 
It remains to be shown that this theorem is effective, i.e. that s A can be computed. Above 
we have shown (by giving an algorithm) that - is decidable provided each =i is. Below 
we define a function ~t which, given s, computes ome representative s~ of s "4. It is not 
difficult to extract the following bit of "code" from the definition of F A above: 
s~ = le t  F[S l , . . . , sn]  = 8 where F E ~+(~) 
+ G[tl] = F(815,...,sn~) where G q ~T(,) 
in i f  3t q tl U ~)(G). G[[tl]~_] =T(,) [t]_~hen t else G[tl] 
Notice that z~ = z and that 8~ is uniquely defined up to ~. The following two lemmas 
are easy consequences of the definition of ~. They can be proved by structural induction. 
LEMMA 3.12. [s~,]_~ = S A. 
Combining Theorem 3.1 with this lemma finally yields 
COROLLARY 3.1. s ----E t ¢:~ s~ ~-- t.~. 
Since both $ and -~ are defined in terms of the individual =i, Corollary 3.1 shows that the 
word problem in the combination (=E) is decidable if it is decidable in each theory (=i). 
If all =i, and hence =E, are coUapse.free~ the computation of =E can be simplified: 
LEMMA 3.13. I f  =E iS collapse-free, s~ = s and hence s =E t ~ s c~ t. 
Both Tid4n (1986b) and Schmidt-Schaut~ (1989) prove the decidability of the combined 
word problem using similar methods. However, I would claim that the separation of the 
collapse-free quality -~ from the collapsing process l~ provides a better understanding 
of the computational content. This is important because both ~ and -~ are part of the 
matching algorithm presented below. The correctness proof of that algorithm requires 
some more definitions and lemmas. 
DI~.FINITION 3.2. The normalized theory of a term is defined as AfT(s)  = T(s~).  A term 
t is in collapse.free normal form or CNFiff  AfT(s)  = T(s) for all allen subterms of t. A 
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substitution is in CNF if every term in its range is; a~ denotes the substitution obtained 
by applying ~ to every term in the range. 
A simple inductive consequence of this definition is 
L~MI~A 3.14. I f  s is in CNF and s ~- t then t is in CNF. 
The following lemma is purely technical. 
LEMMA 3.15. Let F, G E ~,  k E Z, and st U t j  C T(I]) such that T(r) ~ k # AfT(r) for 
all r E st U tj. Then 
r(s:) =k G(tJ) . Fa(s:) = aa(tJ). 
Proof.  Let s A = [s~]~ and t A = [~]~_ for all i E I and ] E J. The important point is that 
T(r) = ArT(r) # k for all r E s~ U t~. 
=~ Follows from Lemma 3.10. 
~= If there is an s 6 s~UY(F) such that F([s~]~-_) =k [s]_~, then GA(tAj) = FA(sAI) = [s]_ 
implies G([t~]s) =k [a]_~, proving the claim. Otherwise, Ga(t2) = FA(s A) = 
[F(S~)],,,, implying aA(t A) -- [G(t~)]__ and hence f([s~]__.) =k G([t~]__.), again prov- 
ing the claim. 
The next lemma justifies treating alien subterms as constants in equational derivations, 
provided certain conditions are met. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let 8, t 6 T(~)  and i 6 1 such that the normalized theory of all immediate 
i.alien subterms of s and t is different from i, and let ~ C =E be an equivalence such that 
rl ~ r~ ¢~ rl =E r~ for all rl ,r2 E IASTi(s~t). Then 
Proof.  
r E 8I U t j .  
=,  
* =,  
* =,  
* r(4) a(t ) 
FA(4) GA(t)) 
¢~ s =E t 
Let s =_ F[si] and t -- G[tj] with F,G 6 E~ and T(r)  # i ~ ArT(r) for all 
by assumption and Lemma 3.1 
by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 
by Lemma 3.15 
by Theorem 3.1 
Before we actually discuss matching, we would like to show that the theory developed 
so far can be applied profitably to other equational combination problems as well. Recall 
that an equational theory is permutative g and only if all its congruence classes are finite. 
It is easy to see that a permutative theory must be both regular and collapse-free. 
TB~.OREM 3.2. E is permutative if and only if each El is permutative. 
Proof.  The only-if direction is trivial. 
For the if direction assume that all El are permutative and let s E T(~).  By induction 
on the theory height of s we show that [s]=z is finite. Let s = F[sl], where F 6 :Ek +. 
By induction hypothesis each sl has a finite E-equivalence class. Since all E~ are regular 
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and collapse-free, so is E. Therefore Lemma 3.13 shows that any term t with s =s  t is 
of the form G[tj] such that G E E +, each tj is E-equivalent to some si (and vice versa), 
and F([sl]=s) =k G([tJ]=s). Thus there are only finitely many different j. and G, and 
therefore only a finite number of t with s =s  t, i.e. E is also permutative. 
3.2. MATCHING 
This section provides a partial solution to the combination problem ba~ed on the princi- 
ple of "constant abstraction" used by Herold (1986) and Schmidt-Schaui3 (1989) to combine 
unification algorithms. The idea is to divide matching into 3 steps. First all immediate 
alien subterms are consistently replaced by free constants. The resulting terms are matched 
using the appropriate basic matching algorithm. Finally all occurrences of the newly in- 
troduced constants in a matcher are replaced by the subterms they stand for. As we shall 
see, this works fine for variable free subterms in CNF. The general case, which is treated in 
Section 4.2, combines constant abstraction with "variable abstraction": non-ground alien 
subterms are replaced by new variables. 
In the sequel we assume that each theory { comes with a correct and complete matching 
algorithm ~A~: given a finite set of equations r c_ 7"(~.i, V tJ C) × 7"(~.i, C), and a set 
of variables W, ~i(r, W) E g6Ni(r, W) is a (potentially infinite) set of substitutions. 
Without loss of generality we assume dora(a) C_ v(r) for all ~ ~ ~(r ,  w). M~(r) is short 
for .A41(r, ( ) )  and .A,41(s = t, W) is  short for A41({8 = Z), W). Note that A4°(s = t, W) 
returns ({)} if s ~ ~ and () otherwise• 
Intuitively speaking, the constant abstraction process described above is not really nec- 
essary. Each .A4 i only needs the ability to test alien subterms for equality. In fact, explicit 
replacement by constants may well be much less efficient. Consider the matching problem 
f(x,  y) - f (s ,  t) where s and t are alien ground terms and f is a free function symbol. The 
most general unifier of this problem is obvious and can be computed without abstraction. 
Even more, in this situation it is completely unnecessary to check s and t for equality. 
Hence we could call the traditional constant abstraction "eager" and the idea of passing 
an equality test to the matching algorithm "lazy". The following extension of .A4 ~ with 
respect o a congruence ~ tries to formalize this intuition: 
M£(8  = t ,W)  = ((a;~)ldo~(~) I ~ e ~;([s]~ = [t]~,W)) (2) 
2~4 ~ combines constant abstraction~ matching, and reversal of constant abstraction. Before 
we explore the properties of this definition we take a look at an example. 
EXAMpr.E 3.3. Let the equational theories of f and h be defined as in Example 3.1 and 
consider the computation of 
.A4i~(f(h(a), x) = f(b, a)). (3) 
First we have to solve the problem 
.~(  f([h(a)]=~, z) = f([b]=~, [a]=~)). 
Since a =E h(a) but a #s  b there is exactly one marcher a = {x ~ [bins}. Composed 
with the translation r which maps [b]= E to b we obtain the overall result {{z ~ b)} for 
(3) which is in fact the correct marcher modulo E. 
Things don't always work out as nicely as this. For example .A41=~(f(h(y), z) = f(b,a)) 
returns the empty set of substitutions although an obvious marcher exists. 
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The next lemma characterizes under which circumstances A4~ computes a complete set 
of E-matchers. 
L~,MMA 3.17. Let s E :T(~i, VUT(~\V) ) ,  t E :T(~]\V), and let the congruence ~ be such 
that the preconditions of Lemma 3.16 are met. Then 
M' (s = t) e csu (s = ,). 
Proof .  Without loss of generality let s - F[sl] where F E ~,  and Sl C_ T (~\V) ,  i.e 
psi = si and hence ps = (pF)(sx) for all substitutions p. 
For correctness let v E ~¢ti~(s = t), i.e. there is a a such that r = a; lr D)(F)]. Hence 
rs = (raF)(s l)  ~ QraF)(rr([si]~)) = ra(F([sl]~)) = a'a([s]~) =i r([t]iRn) ~, t and thus 
rs ----E t. 
For completeness let r such that rs =E t. Without loss of generality let r be in CNF 
- -  otherwise use r~ ----E r. Now r can be decomposed as r -- 7-1;7-2 [dorn(r)] such that 
ran(r1) C_ T(~i,  V), dom(7-2) C V(ran(.vl)), and T(t) = ./V'T(t) ¢ i for all t e ran(r2). 
Let r~ = [v2]/~. Therefore 7-1;r~ = [r]~ [P(F)]. Hence [7-]/~([s]~) = ([r]i~r)([Sl]~) = 
([rFJi~)([st]~) = [r(F[sI])]/~ = [rs]/~ =/r [t]/~ - -  the last step is art application of 
Lemma 3.16. Thus there is a a ~ .Mi([s]~ = [t]~) such that a _<E, [r]~ = n ;  r~ [V(F)] 
and therefore a; ~r <~, r~;r~; ~r =E r~;r2 = r [I;(F)]. This shows that r is an instance of 
e ML(s  = t). 
Armed with this lemma we are finally in a position to tackle the problem of combining 
matching algorithms. 
4. Combin ing  regular  theor ies  
In this section we assume that all theories =i are regular. As a crucial consequence, all 
substitutions returned from any of the .A4 i are ground (because the right-hand sides of all 
matching problems are) and the second parameter to fi4 i is superfluous. Not surprisingly 
this carries over to f14~: 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  the equivalence ~ is regular, all substitutions returned from .b(~ are 
ground. 
Proof .  Any 7" e .A,4/~.(s = t ) i s  of the form (a; Ir)ldom(~)for some a e .Adi([s]~ = IriS). 
Thus we have ~)(ran(7-)) = ~)(ran(a)) U ])(r(g(ran(a)))). From (r([s]~) =i [t]~ and the 
facts that =i is regular and [t]/~ is ground, it follows that a is ground too. Again by 
regularity of =i we have C(ran(a)) C C([t]~) = {[r]~ I r e IAST¢(t)} and because ~ is 
regular I r e IAST,(t)}) = V(IAS (t)) = (}. 
Note that ground substitutions are idempotent, a = a ; r  [dom(cr)] if a is ground, and 
cr U r = a; r = 7-; o" if a and r are ground and their domains are disjoint. 
4.1. TRANSFORMATIONS OF EQUATIONS 
Since our matching algorithms are expressed as transformations onsets of equations, a
tradition started by Martelli ~ Montanarl (1982), we first look at some general principles 
connected with transforming sets of equations. The idea is to simplify the equations until 
we eventually arrive at a set which is in "solved form", i.e. where the solution is readily 
apparent. 
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Dr.TINZrlON 4.1. A set of equations r = {sx = ~x,-..,Sn = tn) is in substitution form 
if sl E V and sl ~ 8j for i ~ j. In this case F denotes {El ~ tl,...,sn ~-* t,,}. If r is 
idempotent, r is in solved form. Given a substitution a, 0,= denotes the obvious translation 
into a set of equations in substitution form. 
The following simple lemma justifies the name "solved form". 
LEMMA 4.2. Ifr is in solved form and all right.hand sides are ground then {~} E CS/gE(r), 
and f =E [v(r)] for an 
For a set of transformations to be useful we need the following properties. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A rewrite relation ==t, on sets of equations i  'called 
correct iff r ==~ A implies HE(r) _D NE(A). 
complete iff us(r)iv(r) _ 0{us(A)Jv(r) I r ~ A} for all r not in normal form with 
respect to ==*-. 
non-blocking iff Z4E(F) ~ {} and r is not in solved form imply that r is not in normal 
form (with respect to '..). 
Correctness means that transformations do not introduce new unifiers, completeness that 
unifiers do not get lost, and non-blocklng that rewriting of solvable equation sets cannot 
get stuck before a solved form is reached. 
The following theorem spells out the conditions under which rewriting on equation sets 
constitutes a unification algorithm. 
THEOREM 4 . l .  Let  ==ee be a correct, complete, non-blocking, and terminating rewrite re- 
lation on sets of equations. Then 
{/~ [ r ==e~* A A A is in normal and solved form} E CSLIE(r). 
I f  ==~ is finitely branching and recursively enumerable, and normal forms are decidable, 
then unification in E is decidable. 
Proof .  Correctness: Let r ==¢,* A such that A is in normal and solved form. Then 
/~ ~ L/E(A) C/4/~(r). Completeness: Let 0, E L4s(r). The combination of completeness 
and termination yields that there axe A and r such that r ==~* A, A is in normal form, 
r E HE(A), and 0, = I" [I)(r)]. Because ==~ is non-blocklng, A is also in solved form and 
the claim follows directly from Lemma 4.2. Decidability: By assumption the set of normal 
forms is r.e. and finite, and it is decidable if an equation system is in solved form. 
If we think of ==~ as being generated by a set of rules, correctness and completeness are 
properties which are local to each rule, whereas termination and non-blocking depend on 
the interaction of the rules, i.e they are global properties. 
Here are some useful facts about manipulating unifiers of equation sets. 
FACT 4.1. LlE(r u A) -- {o.1; 0, 2 I 0"1 e ~,~E(r) A 0"2 e ~E(O'IA)}" 
FACT 4.2. y [Eli = ]I1, zl  A W = {} and zl  N P(F(sl), t) = {} then 
u ({r(sx) =  })lw = us ({F( , z )  = t} o =  ili e r}) lw. 
In addition we frequently use that r 6 / /E (ar )  ¢~ a; r E///~(r). 
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4.2. THE MATCHING ALGORITHMS 
This section presents two related algorithms for solving the combination problem. The 
first one, based on "variable abstraction'~ is simpler to understand and prove correct but 
potentially less efficient. In one step it is transformed into a more efficient version oriented 
towards "constant abstraction". Finally a number of further optimizations are discussed. 
The following transformation rules constitute a correct, complete and, if each El has 
a finitary matching problem, terminating matching algorithm for the combined theory 
E. Notice that ~ denotes disjoint union. We use M = N ~ O as an abbreviation for 
M = N U O with the constraint N N 0 = {}. 
e v(r)  
(R) 
F e I~ + F ¢ V a e 34~(F(zt)  = tg) I~xl =II I  ~ n (v(r) u v(F[~d)) = {} 
r ~ {FN]  = t} ~ ~(r u {r~ = ~;li e Z}) u a= 
(M) 
The underlying idea is the same as in all algorithms for combined unification: alien sub- 
terms are replaced by variables or constants and matching is performed on the pure term. 
The right-hand sides of matching problems are ground and .A4~ automatically performs 
"constant abstraction". On the left-hand side rule (M) uses "variable abstraction": all 
proper alien subterms (ri) are replaced by new variables (zl) and the ri are subsequently 
equated to the zl. 
The one important invariant these rules maintain isthat all right-hand sides of matching 
problems are ground. For (R) this is obvious, for (M) it follows from regularity of =E and 
the fact that a(F(xi))  =E t$ =E t and z! C dora(a). Thus we assume in the sequel that 
all equations have ground right-hand sides. 
A simple example will demonstrate how the algorithm works. 
EXAMPLS 4.1. Let the equational theories of f and g be defined as in Example 3.1 and 
consider the matching problem 
{f(x,  g(x, y)) = f(g(a, g(b, c)), g(a, b))). 
We can only apply (M) by solving the problem 
M~(/ (~,  ~) =/(g(a,g(b,c)),g(a,b))) 
which has the two matchers 
~1 = {= ~ g(a,g(b,c)),  z ~ g(a, b)), (4) 
~2 = {~ ~ g( . ,  b), z ~ g(~,g(b,~))) .  (5) 
Using (M) with al we obtain the new matching problem 
{g(g(~, g(b, c)), y) = g(~, b), • = g(a, g(b, c)), z = g(a, b)) 
which has no solution: 
empty. 
(M) is not applicable because .A4~(g(g(a,g(b,c)), y)= g(a, b))is 
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Using (M) with or2 we obtain the matching problem 
{g(g(a ,b ) ,y ) -  g(a,g(b,c)),  z = g(a,b), z = g(a,g(b,c))} 
which, by another application of (M), transforms into the single solved form 
{y  = c, • = b), = g( . ,  g(b, 
We now prove a sequence of lemmas which show that the algorithm has the desired 
properties. 
L~.MMA 4.3. Rules (It) and (M) are correct. 
Proof .  For (R) this is obvious. Let 7- be a solution to the right-hand side of the 
conclusion of (M), implying v e HE(P), 7-ari =E orzi for i E I,  and 7" =E or [dora(or)]. 
Prom the latter condition it follows that r = or; 7". By Lemma 3.17 it follows that r(F[rx]) = 
(rorF)(rar l )  =E (rorF)(rorzl) = ra (F (z i ) )  =E ~'t~ = t~ =E t. Hence v is a solution to 
the left-hand side of the conclusion of (M). 
LEMMA. 4.4. Rules (P~) and (M) are complete. 
Proof .  For (tt) this is obvious. Let r0 - r W {F[rI] =. t} and r 6 LIE(tO). 
=h qrl E lgs(F{rl] = t),r2 E Us(rlr). v = rl;r2 by Fact 4.1 
=~ 30 6 L/E({F(xl) = t} U {rl = z / l i  6 I}). rl = O Iv(r0)] by Fact 4.2 
=:~ qOl 6 LIE(F(zl)  = t),O2 6 L/E(81{rl = xl I / 6 I}). 8 = 01;82 by Fact 4.1 
Because of Lemma 3.17, Lemma 3.13, and the fact that all substitutions are ground, 
there is some a 6 )t4~(F(z/)  = t~) such that or =E 8t [Y(F(zz))]. Thus ro ==~ A = 
PU{r l  = orzi I i E I}Ua=.  We claim that 8;r2 = 7- [r(r0)] and 8;1"2 e /gE(A). The 
former follows because vl = 8 [l)(F0)]. Thus 8; 7-2 E L/E(F) because 7- e L/E(r). Because 
8;r2 = 01 =1~ or [Y(F(z I ) ) ] ,  O;r2 6 HE(a=). Finally we have r2Orl =E r20z~ =E orxi, and 
hence O; 7"2 6 ~E({ri = orx~ I i 6 I)). 
L~.MMA 4.5. Rules (I~) and (M) are terminating. 
Proof .  The complexity of a set of equations r is a pair. The first component is the 
number of variables which appear more than once in P. Obviously it is decreased by 
(1~). The second component is the multiset {Alt(s)  I s = t 6 r} together with the usual 
extension of < from integers to multisets of integers (see, for example, Dershowitz & 
Manna, 1979). For (M) we need to distinguish two cases. If dora(a) and ])(r) u ])(rl) 
are not disjoint, the first component of the complexity decreases. Otherwise the first 
component cannot increase and the second one decreases. Thus the lexicographic ordering 
on these pairs (which is well-founded) decreases with every rule application. 
L~.MMA 4.6. Rules (1%) and (M) are non-blocking. 
Proof .  Assume HE(F) # {} and r is not in solved form. We can distinguish three cases. 
If there are two equations x = s, z = t E P with s # t, then rule (K) is applicable. 
If there is an equation s = t 6 I' with s ¢ V, i.e. s --- F[r/], then Lemma 3.17 tells us 
that .A4i(F(z/)  = t~) # {} because blE(F(z i )  = t~) D_ ltE(8 = t~) = LtE(s = t) # {}. 
Hence rule (M) is applicable. 
Finally, F may be in substitution form but ff is not idempotent. This is impossible 
because of the invariant hat all right-hand sides are ground. 
Thus P is not in normal form either. 
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The combination of Lemmas 4.3 - 4.6 with Theorem 4.1 yields 
THEOREM 4.2. Rules (R) and (M) enumerate a complete set of marchers of a set of 
equations with ground right-hand sides. If  each .Mi is finitary, the enumeration is finite 
and matching is decidable. 
Comparing rule (M) with Lemma 3.17 we notice that we have not used the full generality 
of that lemma: abstracting allen subterms which are ground is not necessary. This is 
intuitively obvious because ground subterms act like constants. The following modified 
rule (N) uses this additional freedom of applying constant abstraction on the left-hand side 
too: only non-ground alien subterms on the left-hand side are replaced by new variables. 
This has certain advantages and disadvantages. 
v je  s. v(~j) = {} ^  s~ = rj~ 
Vk ~ K. V(rk) # {} ^  sk e V - (v ( r )  u v (F [~I ) )  
F e ~+ F ¢ V a fi M~(F(sI)  = t~) I = J ~J K IsKI = I / I  
(N) 
r ~ {F[~]  = t} ~ ~(r  u {rk = s~ I k e K})  u ~= 
The motivation for constant abstraction is to minimize the number of substitutions re- 
turned from A4~. The price we pay for that is an additional collapsing step for all r j  - -  
otherwise A41(F(sl) = t~) is not complete. Section 4.3 discusses whether collapsing can 
be avoided. 
Instead of going through the same correctness, completeness, etc. routine as above, we 
show that rules (M) and (N) are closely related, using the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.7. Let ==~1 and ==~2 be two rewrite relations such that for all i , j  E (1,2}: 
(r ~ ,  zx ^  ~ e UE(LX)) ~ 3a', ~' e Us(ZX'). r ~ j  A' ^ ~ =s  ~' cv(r)]. (6) 
Then ==¢'1 is correct, complete, and non-blocking iff ==~2 is. 
Proof .  By symmetry it suffices to show only one direction of the "iff". Correctness: 
If r ==~2 A and $ E L/E(A), there are A' and ~' E /dE(A~) such that 1" =~1 A' and 
=~ $' [v(r)]. By correctness of ==~1 it follows that $' E L/B(F) and hence 6 E uB(r),  
i.e. ==¢'2 is also correct. Completeness: From (6) it follows that ~.J{ldE(A)lv(r) I r ==¢'a 
A} = I.J{/dE(A)lv(r) I r ==~2 A} and thus completeness is immediate. Non-Blocking: Let 
==~1 be complete and non-blocklng. If L/B(r) # {} and r is not in solved form, r cannot 
be in ==~l-normal form. By completeness there must be a A such that r ==~1 A and 
//E(A) ~ {}. By assumption it follows that r cannot be in ==~2-normal form either. 
Using this lemma we show 
THlaOREM 4.3. Rules (R) and (N) are correct, complete and non.blocking. 
Proof ,  We apply Lemma 4.7 by showing that the relation generated by (R) and (M) 
and the one generated by (R) and (N) correspond as required. For (R)-transitions this is 
obvious. For (M) and (N) we distinguish two cases. 
First we show that (N) simulates (M). Assume that the premise of (M) holds and that 
ro ==~ A matches the conclusion of (M), and let ~ E /dE(A). We have to exhibit a 
corresponding (N) rewrite. Let I = J t~ K and s j  as required by (N), and let sk = 
zk for k G K. Because $ e /dE(A) and the rj and azj are ground, it follows that 
~,# = ~(rj~) =s  ~# = ~# =s  ~ j  = ~ j .  Thus a(F(sz))  = (~F)(~s j ,  ~sK) =s  
(aF)(azV, aZK) = a(F(Zl)) =E t~. Hence there is a r e ]~/li(F(st) = t~) such that 
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r =E cr [V(F) UsK]. Thereforero ==~(N) A' = r (FU{rk  = tk I k E K})Ur=.  Now 
6 L/E(At) follows easily: 5 E L/E(a(F U {rk = s/~ I k E K})) = U~(~rlv(F)u~c(r u { k = 
sk I k e K}))  = U~(r( r  u {r~ = sk I k e K})) and 6 E UE(~:) C_ UE(r=). 
Now we show that (M) simulates (N). This time assume that the premise of (N) holds 
and. that I'0 ==~ A matches the conclusion of (N), and let ~ E/As(A). Now let z], = sk 
for all k E K ,  a' = {xj ~ sj I J E J}, and 0 =,  U ~'. Thus O(F(xI)) = (OF)(Ox.s, OzK) = 
(aF)(~j ,  aSK) = (aF)(~rsj, ~rsK) = ~r(F(s/,)) =E t4~. Hence there is a r E A4" (F (z i )  = 
t~) such that r =E 8 [F(zir)]. Therefore ro ==~(M) A' = 7"(r U {rl = si I i 6 I}) U r=. Let 
~' = ~ U ~r'. Obviously ~ = ~' [V(F0)]. We claim that ~' 6 L/E(A') and distinguish several 
cases. 
Since 5 ~ L/E(~r(F U {r/~ = s/~ I k C K})) = L/E(0(r u {rk = s/~ I k ~ K) ) )  = L/B(r(I' U 
{r~ = s~ I ~ ~ K})), ~' e Us( r ( r  u {r~ = z~ I k e K})) follows. 
From ~'rr i = r i =~ ri~, = s i = Oz i = rz i it follows that ~' E b/~(r{ri = z i I J E J}).  
From ~ E b/s(a=) it follows that 5 =g e [V(F) O sKI. Thus 5'z~ = ~z~ =~ ~zk = 
Oz~ =E ~'z~ holds for all k E K. Together with ~'zj = a'z~ = Osj =E rz~ this implies 
e us(r:).  
The termination proof is identical to the one for Lemma 4.5: 
LSMXIA 4.8. Rules (It) and (M) are terminating. 
As for (R) and (M), we conclude that (R) and (N) yield a complete and terminating 
matching algorithm for the combined theory, provided all A4 i are fi~uitary. 
4.3. OPTIMIZATIONS 
In this section we discuss a number of optimizations of the matching algorithms pre- 
sented so far. Most of them could have been incorporated into the algorithms from the 
start but would have complicated the presentation and the proofs. 
4.3.1.  XP.MOVING 
One obvious source of inefficiency is the collapse in each matching step A4~(F[...] = t~) 
which can in fact be avoided. We show that under certain assumptions the rules keep all 
right-hand sides of equations in CNF. In order to achieve this the individual matching 
algorithms must not return substitutions which can be collapsed or which contain subterms 
from other theories. 
D~,PINITION 4.3. Let i E i/? and ]? _C T(~i, V U C) × T(EI, C). A4 / is called pure if 
ran(~r) C T(Ei ,  V U C) for all a E :d i ( r ) ,  and collapse.free if all ~r E JMI(F) are in CNF. 
Because of regularity we immediately obtain 
FAC~ 4.3. All AJ i are pure. 
LBMMA 4.9. I f  A,4 i is collapse-free, s 6 T(E)  and t E T (E \V)  such that all immediate 
i-allen subterms oft  are in CNF, then all substitutions in A,t~(s = t) are in CNF. 
Proof .  Let a E M~(s = t) and r E ran(a). By definition of A4~ there is a r E 
fl4i([s]~ = [t]/) such that ~r = (r; lr)ldo,~(~ ). Thus there is an r I E ran(r) with r = ~rrq 
Without loss of generality assume r/ - F[rIj] for some F E I2~. Because .M i is pure and 
=i is regular, we have IAS~(ran(r ) )  - C(ran(r)) C_ e([t]~) = {[t']__. I t' E IASTi(t)}.  
Therefore r~ = [tj]~_ for some tj 6 IASTI(t). Hence r = F[rj] where rj ~- tj and hence 
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T(rj) -- T(tj) # i and rj is in CNF because tj is (Lemma 3.14). Now we distinguish two 
cases. 
If F is the empty context, then J = {j} and r = rj and hence r is in CNF. 
Now let F E ~+ and assume r is not in CNF. Since all rj are in CNF, it means 
that ?F(r$) ~ i. By definition of ~ it follows that there is a u E r j  U ~(F)  such that 
F[[rj]~_] =i [u]~, contradicting the collapse-freeness of =i. Hence r must be in CNF. 
THEOREM 4.4. The term .A4~(F[...] = t$) in rules (M) and (N) can be replaced by 
Mi (F [ . . . ]  = t), provided all M i are collapse-free and all right-hand sides of the initial 
system of equations are in CNF. 
Proof.  Let (M') and (N') be the rules (M) and (N) without ~. If t is in CNF, t~ = t 
and thus the primed rules behave like the original ones. It remains to be shown that all 
right-hand sides stay in CNF. Rule (It) does not change right-hand sides because they are 
ground. If r ==~ A via one of the primed rules, then the right-hand sides of all equations 
in r - n are of the form av, where a e M~(F[...] = t) and v e dora(a). Since t is in 
CNF, it follows by Lemma 4.9 that av is in CNF. 
Note that the ¢t4 i can be made collapse-free by composing them with ~. 
The occurrence of r j$  in (N) cannot be removed that easily. The problem is that even 
if a term s and a substitution a are both in CNF, as need not be. Thus the left-hand 
sides of the system a( r  U {r/, = 8k I k e K}) on the right-hand side of the conclusion 
of (N) need not be in CNF even if r, the rK and a are. It depends very much on the 
representation f variables, terms, and substitutions whether the collapsing process can 
take advantage of the fact that the terms and the substitution on their own are in CNF. 
4.3.2. REMOVING (R) 
We can dispose of rule (It) provided (1~) is inapplicable to the initial system. The reason 
is that (M) and (N) preserve the property that (It) is inapplicable. Hence it suffices to 
apply (R) to the initial system as long as possible and then forget about it. This strategy 
preserves completeness because (It) is a complete transformation. 
4.3.3.  TAKING ADVANTAGE OF COLLAPSE-FREE THEORIES 
The one major optimization we have not mentioned so far is taking collapse-freeness 
into account, the reason being that the resulting changes are pretty obvious. 
The last line in the definition of s~ can be changed to 
in if Eq'(6) is collapse.free then G[tI] 
e lse  i f  3t q t i  U I)(G). G[[tl]_~] =T(,)[t]_~ then  t e l se  G[tl] 
The justification is that if T(s) # 0 and ET(s) is collapse-free then s =T(,) c does not hold 
for any constant c E C. As a consequence we have that A/'T(as) -- T((~s)$) = 7-(8) holds 
for any a and any 8 ~ V such that E~-(e) is collapse-free. 
More importantly, a failure condition can be added to the matching rules. Failure 
conditions identify certain easily recognizable cases of unsolvable quation systems. If 
there is an equation s -- t in the current set of equations r (hence t is ground) such 
that E~-(.) is collapse free and 7~(s) ~ T(t~) then s - t and hence r are unsolvable: 
= 7"(8) # T(0 =  ;T(0 (as) t t a8 #E t. 
For collapsing theories, efficiency can potentially be gained by using a special collapsing 
algorithm rather than collapsing by equality test, as in the current definition of $. 
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4.3 .4 .  MISCELLANY 
IV[arching ground terms can be replaced by equality test. More precisely we get a rule 
(E) 
and a failure condition if a system contains an equation s = t where s E T(~.\V) and 
s4~ ~ t. More  generally, failure occurs if in trying to apply one of the rules (M) or (N) the 
set .Ad/_(F[...] = t~) is empty. 
Finally, it should be noted that although, because of notational reasons, we have used 
sets of equations, everything (including the termination proofs!) works just as well with 
multisets. 
5. Conclusion 
Although I am not aware of any theoretical treatment of the combination of matching 
problems, there are several implementations for particular theories, notably in REVE, 
LP, and OBJ. The implementation i  I~EVE and LP is based on Kathy Yelick's work 
(Yelick, 1987) on combining unification algorithms. As a consequence it is restricted to 
collapse-free theories. OBJ on the other hand provides rewriting modulo some special 
theories, in particular a collapsing theory, namely associativity with a 1, i.e. where z • 1 = 
1 * z = z. However, according to Claude Kirchner (personal communication, June 1988), 
the collapsing axioms are not integrated into the matching algorithm but are added as 
new rewrite rules. In order to obtain a canonical set of rewrite rules, a simple form of 
completion modulo equations (e.g. Jouannaud ~ Kirchner, 1986) is applied. In general 
the resulting set of rules is however not canonical. 
I would like to conclude the paper with an example which demonstrates the problems 
associated with matching in linear theories and the nature of their solution. Let one of 
the equational theories be defined by f(f(x)) = a. Given the matching problem f(t) = a, 
where T(t) # T(f(t)), variable abstraction would solve the sub-problem f(z) = a with the 
matcher (z ~-, f(z)}, thus arriving at the new problem t = f(z). The latter is somewhat 
of an embarrassment because it is not a matching but a unification problem (if t contains 
variables). We have come across this situation before, in Example 1.2, where we had 
to conclude that the combination problem for the given theories was not decidable. If, 
however, all equational theories involved are linear, the following approach may be used. 
Given a matching problem F[ . . . ,  s, . . . ]  = t where F E ~/+, s is not replaced by a variable 
but a nondeterministic choice is made: 
• Either .A;T(os) # i, for some solution # to the matching problem. In that case we 
can treat s as a constant. 
• Or .Af~(a.s) = i, for some solution a. If that is the case, we first need to find all 
substitutions 7" such that A/'T(vs) = i. We can continue from there, having collapsed 
s down to theory i, thus merging it with its context F. 
The details of this procedure are rather more complex than this simple description sug- 
gests. A full account is the subject of a forthcoming report. 
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